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1. INTRODUCTION
Laser technologies find a wide application during production of the elements
of electronics. Using them the resistor tuning is realized, the p-n junctions
are created, etc.
Last years laser processing replaces mechanical and chemical engineering
during production of the electronic boards with high packing density. In
this case the precision hole formation in a board material [1] is the main
manufacturing operation. Therefore the study of different regimes of laser
influence (LI) on materials is of great importance, as well as the physical
phenomena their, which are excited by radiation of industrial laser, for
control and optimization of laser processing.
Such investigations were carried out in a number of publications, in
particular, in [2, 3]. Thus, some regimes of LI on material surface were
considered in [2]. In this case the investigation of evaporating mode of LI on
a surface was of a great attention. It occurs under action on material of a
laser radiation with parameters: 108 < P < 1010 W/cm2,
10–8 sec, where
Ð is the density of pulse power of laser radiation, is the pulse duration.
The possibility of realization of pure precision cutting and high-quality
perforation [2] for different materials is the feature of evaporating mode.
But in [2] the peculiarities of light absorption in samples under laser
processing were not taking into account during the study of evaporating
mode of LI on materials (including non-uniform and dielectric ones).
At the same time it is known, that under laser processing of a material
the increase of its absorption coefficient k [4, 5] takes place. Here, the
growth initiation of a volume absorption under LI on a sample surface can
be conditioned by the action of different mechanisms, such as, the semiconducting, the thermochemical, etc.
That is, for complete description of LI on materials in evaporating mode
it is necessary to consider a question connected with absorption change of
laser radiation in work materials as well.
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The aim of the present work was to investigate the features of light
propagation in insulating materials of electronics, namely, in the foil-coated
fiberglass plastic SF-1 and the layered plastic REM under evaporating mode
of LI subject to absorption change of laser radiation in work materials.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
To explain the features of light propagation in investigated samples we used
a number of theoretical models. They are based on the model of contradirectional flows, which describes the light propagation in mediums [6]. In
this case a dispersion medium is characterized by the absorption coefficient
k and the scattering coefficient s that defines the light flow reflected by an
infinitely thin layer.
According to the model of contradirectional flows the intensity J of a
light beam, which passed through a medium layer, can be written in the
form of [6]
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where J0 is the intensity of a primary beam; x is the width of a medium
layer; L (k2 + 2ks)1/2 is the effective attenuation factor; R (s + k – L)/s
is the reflection coefficient from an infinitely thick medium layer.
In the case when light attenuation in a medium occurs due to absorption
mainly (k >> s) expression (1) takes the form:
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Formula (2) is the mathematical notation of the Buger’s law [7].
On the assumption that the sample width decreases linearly with the
time, i.e., x x0 – vt (v is the rate of through hole formation; x0 is the
initial width of a medium layer; t is the time), expressions (1) and (2) can be
written as follows:
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respectively, where J1 J0exp(–kx0) is the light intensity, which passed
through a sample in the start time.
To take into account changes of the absorption coefficient under LI on a
sample, we supposed that the time dependence of k is a polynomial of degree n:
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where k0, k1, k2, k3, k4, and kn are the constant coefficients.

(5)
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Such polynomials for renovation the functional features of physical values
are widely used at mathematical approximation of experimental data [8].
Using (5) expression (4) takes the form:
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where J2 J0exp(–k0x0) is the light intensity, which passed through a
sample in the start time.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To solve the set problem we used the YAG solid-state laser with neodymium
impurity and generation lines 1 1,064 m and 2 532 m. Laser has
operated with modulated Q-factor and the pulse frequency of laser radiation
25 Hertz. Power density and pulse duration of laser radiation in investigated materials were 109 W/cm2 and 10–8 sec, respectively, that provided
realization of evaporating mode of LI on a surface.
Processes of light propagation in electronic materials under laser processing were studied with the time dependences of radiation intensity, passed
through samples, with the wavelength 2. Observation was realized with the
double monochromator DFS-12. The spectral slot width was 0,5 cm–1.
We used the optical schematic “on clearance”. Here the collimator, which
collects radiation for analysis, had in a central part the opaque screen with
the square of the order of 1 cm 2. It completely overlapped a beam of laser
radiation in a collimator plane in the absence of investigated sample. Screen
shielded an electron photomultiplier and a spectral device from the influence
of a direct laser beam.
Thin plates with the widths of 0,3 mm and 0,8 mm for REM and SF-1,
respectively, were used as the investigated samples.
In Fig. 1 we present the time evolution of the light intensity J, passed
through REM and SF-1, curves 1 and 2, respectively. As seen from this
figure, the light intensity J, passed through the investigated samples,
undergoes essential changes.
Thus, time dependence of the light intensity, passed through REM, had
three typical intervals. On the first interval the monotonic decay of J was
observed. On the second one J was extremely raised. This interval was
restricted by the time t1 23,0 sec, after reaching which the light intensity
slowly saturated (curve 1 in Fig. 1).
At the same time in opaque (for radiation with the wavelength 2) SF-1
samples time evolution of the light intensity at first had the interval with
constant signal strength J 0. After this interval the light intensity
increased extremely as well. Then, after reaching the time t2 63,7 sec, the
light intensity slowly saturated (curve 2 in Fig. 1).
We have to note, that in investigated samples the through hole formation
with diameter of the order of 100 m occurred during the times t1 and t2.
This experimental fact allowed to define the rate of through hole
formation in investigated samples. As it turned out, it was equal
1,304 10–5 m/sec and 1,256 10–5 m/sec for REM and SF-1, respectively.
Experimental data processing about the light propagation in REM under
LI was performed using the mathematical approximation. To do this we
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developed the computer program using the programming language Java.
This program realized one of the most effective methods of nonlinear
parameterization, namely, the quasi-Newtonian method of variable metric
(the Davidson-Fletcher-Powell method) [9]. In this case the developed Javaprogram allowed to estimate both the parameters of mathematical model
(formulas (3), (4), and (6)) and the determination coefficient D under
experimental data approximation.
J

t, sec
Fig. 1 – Time dependences of the light intensity J passed trough REM and SF-1:
curves 1 and 2, respectively. Dots denote the theoretical values of J

Mathematical approximation of the experimental data about light propagation in REM was done for ten pairs of J and t values, the initial parameters
were 10–3. As it turned out, as a result of mathematical approximation of
experimental data the value of D was equal 0,872, 0,853, and 0,995 in
accordance with expressions (3), (4), and (6). But parameters of the formula
(6) only had a physical meaning. For this model the absorption coefficient k
was positive, and it was negative (– 6,935 cm–1 and – 16,826 cm–1 for
formulas (3) and (4), respectively) for other models. Experimental data
processing about light propagation in SF-1 under LI was realized using
relation (4). Theoretical values of J, we have obtained for SF-1 and REM
with (4) and (6), respectively, are marked by the dots in Fig. 1.
As seen from Fig. 1, the satisfactory fit between the theory and the
experiment in investigated samples in the time interval of the through hole
formation is observed. In this case the coefficients k0, k1, k2, k3, and k4
from (6), which characterize the light absorption in REM, were 0,250 cm –1,
4,14 10–2 cm–1sec–1, 0,460 cm–1sec–2, – 5,46 10–2 cm–1sec–3, and 2,33 10–3 cm–1sec–4,
respectively. Note, that the representation of k in the polynomial form (5)
had the physical meaning for n > 3 only. Just starting from n 4 the
theoretical values of absorption coefficient obtained under the experimental
data approximation in REM were positive in the whole time interval of the
through hole formation.
At the same time the theoretical values of J(t) for SF-1 were obtained for
constant value of the absorption coefficient k
cm–1. Infinite value of the
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light absorption coefficient for the foil-coated fiberglass plastic is explained
by the presence of a thin external copper layer in a sample, which was
removed after all the others during the laser processing.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, we have carried out the experimental investigation of light propagation
in the foil-coated fiberglass plastic SF-1 and the layered dielectric REM
under evaporating mode of LI on a surface. The value of perforation rate of
through holes in investigated samples during processing of laser radiation is
calculated. Time dependence of the absorption coefficient in REM is
determined. The value of light absorption coefficient in SF-1 is estimated.
Obtained results denote that it is necessary to take into account the changes
of radiation absorption for detailed description of the light propagation
process in insulating materials under laser processing. Investigations of the
light propagation features under evaporating mode of LI on a surface can be
used for control and optimization of laser processing of electronic materials.
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